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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

We  studied  pre-movement  cortical  activity  related  to praxic  actions  performed  at  self-paced  rate  and
having  ecological  meanings  and  functions.  Motor-related  cortical  potentials  were  recorded  using  64-
channels  EEG  in  two  experiments.  Experiment  1 included  15 subjects  performing  in  separate  blocks
two  object-oriented  actions:  grasping  a tea-cup  and  impossible  grasping  of  a tea-cup  (same  goal but  the
grasp  was mechanically  hindered).  Experiment  2 included  a subset  of  7 subjects  from  Exp. 1  and  the
action  was  reaching  a tea-cup;  this  control  condition  had  a  different  goal  but  was  kinematically  similar
to  impossible  grasping.  Different  activity  patterns  in  terms  of onset,  amplitude,  duration  and,  at  least  in
part,  sources  were  recorded  in the preparation  phase  (BP  component)  according  to the  specific  action
and to the possibility  of accomplishing  it.  The  main  result  is  that  parietal  areas  were involved  in  grasping
eaching
wareness
arietal lobes

preparation  (called  “posterior”  BP)  and not  in  reaching  and  impossible  grasping  preparation.  The  anterior
frontal-central  activity  (called  “anterior”  BP)  during  preparation  for grasping  started  earlier  than  the  other
two conditions.  The  cortical  activity  during  preparation  for reaching  was  similar  to  that  for  impossible
grasping,  except  for a  frontal  activity  only  detected  in the latter  condition.  It is  concluded  that  the  action
preparation,  even  in  its  early  phase,  is affected  by  action  meaning  and  by  the  awareness  of  being  able  to

tion.
perform  the  requested  ac

. Introduction

In humans, the cerebral activity preceding movements has been
xtensively studied with electroencephalography (EEG) starting
rom the sixties. In 1965, for the first time, the Bereitschaftpoten-
ial (BP) was described as a negative cortical potential beginning
a. 1.5 s prior to the onset of self-paced movements underlying
he preparation for action (Kornhuber and Deecke, 1965) and 15
ears later, by Shibasaki et al. (1980),  it was divided into different
omponents as the early BP, the negative slope (NS′), the motor
otential (MP), and the re-afferent potential (RAP), a positive com-
onent appearing after the onset of the movement related to the
omatosensory cortex activation.

Several studies on the motor-related cortical potentials
MRCPs), have investigated simple motor tasks, i.e. finger flexion or

xtension, foot extension or tongue protrusion, and indicated that
he sources of MRCPs components are located in the frontal corti-
al areas during motor-planning of simple self-paced movements

∗ Corresponding author at: Department of Education for Motor Activity and Sport,
niversity of Rome “Foro Italico”, Piazza Lauro de Bosis 15, 00135 Rome, Italy.
el.: +39 063673338.

E-mail address: chiara.bozzacchi@uniroma4.it (C. Bozzacchi).
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© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

(Shibasaki and Hallett, 2006). In contrast, few MRCPs studies have
investigated motor preparation for praxic movements, i.e. pan-
tomime of tool-use and intransitive actions as to say goodbye
(Wheaton et al., 2005a,b). These studies showed for the first time
the involvement of parietal activity preceding that of the frontal
areas. However, MRCPs studies have never investigated self-paced
complex actions (not-pantomimed) such as goal-oriented reaching
and grasping, having ecological meanings and functions. In partic-
ular, the response timing of the parietal regions in these complex
actions is still unknown.

On the other hand, there is considerable neuroimaging liter-
ature on motor preparation related to complex actions, such as
object-oriented grasping and reaching (Prado et al., 2005; Cavina-
Pratesi et al., 2010), showing a parieto-frontal cortical network
activated in action-planning and action-execution for reaching,
grasping (Connolly et al., 2003; Filimon et al., 2009; Galati et al.,
2011), pantomime (Johnson-Frey et al., 2005) and as well as for sim-
ple movements, such as moving fingers with eyes closed (Filimon
et al., 2007). However, none of the fMRI studies previously cited
have investigated motor preparation preceding spontaneous self-

paced complex movements, such as reaching and grasping; indeed,
only a few fMRI studies have examined cortical activations for self-
initiated movements, but only considered simple movements such
as key-press (Cunnington et al., 2005). Additionally, due to fMRI’s

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.biopsycho.2011.12.020
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03010511
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/biopsycho
mailto:chiara.bozzacchi@uniroma4.it
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.biopsycho.2011.12.020
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oor temporal resolution, the activation timing within the parieto-
rontal network remains unknown: the activation of parietal and
rontal areas is well documented, but it remains unclear if the
ctivation is simultaneous or in sequence, and – if so – what the
equence is.

The MRCPs are particularly suitable to discriminate the brain
ctivity associated with the preparation and execution phases. Here
e used MRCPs to investigate motor preparation related to grasp-

ng and reaching movements, i.e. complex actions which require
ore computations than simple finger movements, such as those

sed in most previous MRCP studies (Shibasaki and Hallett, 2006).
ndeed, finger tasks lack the transport component of the arm, which
s fundamental in real-world reach-to-grasp movements. Thus, the
patial coding and the motor programming during the preparatory
elay is likely not the same for simple finger and complex arm
ovements as reaching and grasping.
Thus, in the present study we referred to complex movements

oward a real object, i.e. grasping a tea-cup, performed at self-paced
ate. The aim of the present research was twofold. First, we  sought
o analyze the activation timing of the cortical areas involved in
he praxic movements verifying the involvement of the parietal
reas in this kind of actions. Second, we sought to verify whether
otor preparation was modulated by the awareness of the possi-

ility/impossibility of correctly performing the requested action.
To address this latter issue, we implemented a second condition

impossible grasping), in which grasping was hindered by closing the
ngers with a band. The presence of the object and the interaction
licited by the instruction (“try to grasp the cup”), made this condi-
ion somewhat similar to the real grasping, distinguishing it from

 pantomimed action (where the object is absent; e.g. Wheaton
t al., 2005a,b). However, in the impossible grasping, the final goal
ould not be accomplished, changing the meaning of the action
erformed with respect to grasping.

Comparison between grasping and impossible grasping enables
s to evaluate any modulation of motor preparation activities

nduced by the awareness of being able/unable to accomplish the
ction. Since the two conditions were kinematically different in
he execution phase (impossible grasping movement was actually
urned into reaching the cup), we set a third condition (reaching)
o verify whether cortical activities recorded for impossible grasp-
ng were simply related to the action’s kinematics, i.e. to evaluate
f the brain activity underlying impossible grasping was actually
qual to that for reaching, or was affected by the awareness of the
mpossibility of accomplishing the action’s goal.

Summarizing we performed this study to find out whether the
lanning of complex actions (grasping and reaching) involves activ-

ty at parietal level (as expected given the neuroimaging literature
n this issue) and is modulated by the awareness of being able to
erform the requested action. If the possibility of accomplishing
he action was irrelevant, brain activity preparing the impossible
rasping should be similar to that preparing reaching of the same
bject.

. Materials and methods

.1. Subjects

Fifteen volunteers university students (mean age 24.7 years; SD 6.2; 8 females)
ith no neurological or psychiatric disease, participated in the study. All subjects
ere right-handed, and the manual preference was evaluated with the use of the

dinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971) (LI > 60; mean score 85). After a
ull  explanation of the procedures, all subjects provided written informed consent.
he study was  approved by the local ethical committee.
.2. Tasks

Participants were required to perform two tasks in separated blocks. The first
ask  was to extend the limb to grasp a tea-cup, located in front of the subject at a
onvenient distance, lifting it up, as for drinking, then put it back on the table and
hology 89 (2012) 503– 514

return to the resting position. The task was  accomplished with the right and the left
hand  alternately, according to the left/right position of the cup handle. This condition
is  called hereafter “grasping”. In the second task, in order to hinder the grasping, the
hands of the subjects were tied-up as fists with a band. Thus, the task was to grasp
the  cup but the action was actually hindered, and subjects were told they could not
open their fingers. They reached, touched with the fist the cup’s handle, and felt the
failure to grasp (this condition is called hereafter “impossible grasping”). Though the
subjects were aware to be unable to cope the requested action, they were requested
to  perform the action as in the first condition, trying to grasp the cup, but never
opening their hands (as represented in Fig. 1a and b).

2.3. Procedure

Subjects comfortably seated on a chair in front of a table with an empty tea-cup
on  top (35 cm distance from the body). Their hands were placed on the table in a
resting/starting position. Subjects were instructed to maintain, during the task, sta-
ble  posture and fixation. They were instructed to choose a point over the tea cup
and  to fix it for the trial duration. The action was self-paced and had to be per-
formed slowly. The action ended when the hand returned to the resting position.
The action duration was ca 4 s and 1 s was the time subjects spent to arrive touching
the cup in every condition. After each trial, the experimenter (seated behind the
subject) turned the cup on the table switching the handle to left or right, alternat-
ing  the side on each trial. The interval between each action was ca 10 s. Subjects
repeated each action 240 times (120 with left hand, 120 with right hand) for each
condition. Tasks were executed in separated blocks, alternating different condi-
tions (grasping and impossible grasping); each block included 60 actions. In both
conditions, the movement initiation was spontaneous and self-paced, and subjects
were trained to not count or synchronize their start with the researcher cup handle
switch.

2.4. Electrophysiological recording and data processing

Electrical brain activity was recorded during the tasks using a BrainVisionTM 64-
channel system (Brain Products GmbH, Munich, Germany) connected to an active
sensor system (ActiCapTM by Brain Products GmbH, Munich, Germany), adopting
the standard 10-10 system montage. The system included four electromyography
(EMG) channels with bipolar recording located on the left and right deltoids. Eye
movements were recorded. Left mastoid (M1) was used as initial reference electrode
for  all scalp channels. Signal was  digitized at 250 Hz, with an amplifier band-pass
from 0.001 to 60 Hz with 50 Hz notch filter. To further reduce high frequency noise,
the time-averaged MRCPs were filtered at 8 Hz. The EMG  signal was rectified and
visually inspected to identify and manually mark the movement onset. EMG  onset
was considered as the first increased of the signal on the beneath noise. Data were
segmented in epochs from 3500 ms prior to movement onset to 1000 ms after it.
Only  the activity related to pre-movements phase was analyzed. Semi-automatic
computerized artifacts rejection was  performed prior to signal averaging, in order to
discard epochs contaminated with gross ocular movement or muscular contractions
from further analysis; trials with amplitude exceeding ±100 �v were individually
inspected and discarded if contained the aforementioned artifacts. Around 20% of
the trials were rejected. Blinks were found to be the most frequent cause for rejec-
tion. The baseline was calculated from 3500 to 3000 ms before onset and used for
onset and amplitude measurement. The onset of the MRCPs was calculated as the
first time sample where potential exceeded the 95% confidence interval of the base-
line absolute value. The period used for statistical analysis started 3000 ms  prior to
movement onset up to the peak of the MP.  All the MRCPs components were identi-
fied  on visual inspection carried out by the first author and independently confirmed
by  the last author. Statistical differences in the MRCPs amplitudes between grasping
and impossible grasping were initially assessed with sample by sample t-test in all
electrodes to select the locations and time windows were the differences were con-
sistently significant. This preliminary analysis allowed us to select 10 electrodes (F7,
F8, FCz, FC1, FC2, C1, C2, Pz, P3 and P4) and four time windows (−2000/1000 ms,
−1000/−500  ms,  −500/0 and 0/50, which also represent the main MRCP compo-
nents) for further statistical analysis. On each contralateral electrode and time
window, a 2 × 2 repeated-measure ANOVA was carried out with task (grasping vs.
impossible grasping) and hand (left vs. right) as within-subjects factors. For the MRCP
onset latency and the MP  peak latency a similar 2 × 2 ANOVA was  carried out on the
electrode with the earliest activity. The LSD test was used for main effects compar-
isons. The overall alpha level was  set at 0.05. Lateralized readiness potential (LRP)
was also calculated considering the pairs of symmetrical electrodes selected by the
t-test analysis (see above), in order to verify the lateralization of the motor prepara-
tion  activity (De Jong et al., 1988; Coles, 1989). To visualize the voltage topography
of  the MRCPs components, spline-interpolated 3D maps were constructed using the
Brain Electrical Source Analysis system (BESA, 2000 version 5.18, MEGIS  Software
GmbH, Gräfelfing, Germany). Given that changes in electric field indicate changes of
the  underlying generator configuration (Lehmann and Skrandies, 1980); we mea-

sured the statistical differences among scalp topographies using a non-parametric
randomization test as the topographic analysis of variance (TANOVA) at each time-
point between the two  conditions. For more details on TANOVA, see Murray et al.
(2008).  Prior to TANOVA, the MRCPs were average referenced and transformed to a
global field power (GFP) of 1, which ensured that the dissimilarity was not influenced
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ig. 1. The left side of the figure a–c represent the starting position of the hands in 

)  and reaching (c, control experiment)). On the right side a video-frame presenting

y  higher activity across the scalp in any of the conditions. Thus, this analysis pro-
ides a statistical method to determine if the brain networks underlying grasping
iffer from networks underlying impossible grasping and its timing.

.5. Source analysis
The intracranial sources were determined using the BESA, 2000, which calcu-
ated the cerebral areas involved in the tasks and tested for possible differences
n  the temporal evolution of the active areas across the studied conditions. The
oise-normalized minimum-norm method was  employed to estimate the current
ree experimental conditions (grasping and impossible grasping (a and b, Experiment
teraction of the hand with the object is shown.

density dipoles on the cortical scalp. The minimum-norm approach is a method that
is  used regularly to estimate the distributed electrical current in a brain image at each
time a sample; it is able to resolve the inverse problem without a priori constraints
and  is also able to reveal the unique constellation of current elements that models
the  recorded electric field distribution with the smallest amount of overall current

(Hämäläinen and Ilmoniemi, 1984; Ilmoniemi, 1993). The algorithm employed min-
imizes the source vector current derivate from 1426 evenly distributed dipoles that
are located 10% and 30% below the surface of the brain by using the approach adopted
by Dale and Sereno (1993),  where the correlation between pi of the lead field for
regional source i and the inverse of the data covariance matrix is computed together
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ith the largest singular value �max of the data covariance matrix. The weighting
atrix R is comprised of a diagonal matrix with weights. The equation consists of the

ollowing: 1/(1 + �max (1 − pi)). To improve the minimum norm estimate (MNE), we
lso  included depth weighting parameters across the entire source space because,
s demonstrated by Lin et al. (2006), depth-weighted MNEs can improve the spatial
ccuracy by allowing displacement errors within 12 mm.

. Results

.1. Waveform analysis

Both conditions (grasping and impossible grasping) presented the
ypical MRCPs components, including the slow negative potential
P (hereafter called anterior BP) slightly peaking on the contralat-
ral fronto-central sites (FC1 and FC2), the NS′ and the MP  peaking
ore posteriorly on the contralateral central sites (C1 and C2) as

hown in Fig. 2. Statistical analysis showed differences between
he two conditions either in onset latency and amplitudes of these
omponents.

LRP analysis in the −3000/−500 ms  time window did not show
arked lateralization, but widespread distributions for both grasp-

ng and impossible grasping conditions which didn’t differ each other
t(14) = 1.77, p = 0.1).

The anterior BP component initiated about 800 ms earlier in
he grasping (at −1910 ms)  than in the impossible grasping (at
1097 ms)  condition (F(1,14) = 4.62, p = 0.049). The amplitude of

his component (−1000/−500 ms  on FCz) was affected by the task
nd it was larger in the grasping (−2.0 �V) than in the impossible
rasping (−1.1 �V) condition (F(1,14) = 4.86, p = 0.044). Similar to
P, also the NS′ component (−500/0 ms  on C1/2) was affected by the
ask, and it was larger for the grasping (−4.8 �V) than the impossible
rasping (−3.0 �V) condition (F(1,14) = 6.60, p = 0.022).

Since the EMG  signal always precedes movement onset, the MP
omponent was  delayed with respect to the time 0, defined by
MG (see Fig. 2). The task effect was significant for the MP  compo-
ent which was larger in the grasping (−7.8 �V) than the impossible
rasping (−5.1 �V) condition (F(1,14) = 7.04, p = 0.019). ANOVA on
he MP  latency was not significant (F(1,14) = 0.08 ns). LRP analy-
is showed that both NS′ and MP  were strongly lateralized in both
onditions, which did not differ each other (t(14) = 1.47, p = 0.16).
n all the ANOVAs neither hand effect nor interaction effect were
ignificant.

Note that in the grasping condition, partially overlapping to
he anterior BP, it was possible to distinguish a large negative
ctivity peaking on contralateral parietal sites P4 and P3 for left
nd right hand, respectively. This parietal activity, hereafter called
osterior BP, started at −2835 ms  for left hand and at −2490 for
ight hand lasting up to about −500 ms  from movement onset.
omparing the latency onset for the anterior and posterior BP

n the grasping condition, the analysis showed such a difference
s significant (t(1,14) = 14.73, p = 0.001). Notably, the posterior BP
as absent in the impossible grasping, as shown on the bottom
anels of Fig. 2. Statistical analysis on the posterior BP ampli-
ude (−2000/−1000 ms  on Pz) showed a significant effect of task
F(1,14) = 7.53, p = 0.015), and interaction (F(1,14) = 4.84, p = 0.045).

ain effect analysis showed larger amplitude of the component
p < 0.02) in the grasping (−3.0 �V) than in the impossible grasp-
ng (−1.9 �V). Further, in the grasping only, the left hand showed
arger amplitudes (−3.3 �V) than right hand movements (−2.7 �V),
hough it was not significant.

Finally, the impossible grasping condition showed a contralat-
ral pre-frontal positivity, starting from −2600 ms  to −480 ms  and

eaking at −1450 ms  on F8 and F7 sensors (for left and right hand,
espectively). This activity was not present in the grasping condi-
ion (top panels of Fig. 2) as revealed by statistical comparisons
−2000/−1000 ms  on F7/8) which showed a significant effect of
hology 89 (2012) 503– 514

task (F(1,14) = 6.25, p = 0.022). The hand effect and the interaction
effect were not significant.

3.2. Scalp topography and source localization

The topography of the BP component (Fig. 3) showed in all con-
ditions the typical anterior (slightly contralateral) fronto-central
negative focus (−1000 ms  maps). However, limited to the grasp-
ing condition, a posterior bilateral parietal focus was present. This
activity was  slightly more intense on contralateral hemisphere and
more widespread for the left hand action, including also medial
parietal sites 1–2 s before movement onset.

Voltage distributions of the NS′ and the MP  components were
quite similar between conditions; the NS′ focused on contralateral
fronto-central scalp at −500 ms and the MP  more posterior on con-
tralateral central sites (+50 ms  maps). The positivity, present in the
impossible grasping condition, was strongly lateralized, focused on
contralateral pre-frontal scalp and extended to anterior temporal
sites (−1500 ms  maps).

Looking at the maps, it seems that the larger anterior BP ampli-
tude recorded in the grasping condition may  be explained by
the volume conductance from the posterior BP. Furthermore, the
presence of the prefrontal positivity in the impossible grasping con-
dition (being partially overlapped in time to the anterior BP) might
have additionally reduced the anterior BP.

Source localization obtained by minimum-norm analysis
showed that the posterior BP (grasping condition) might originate
in the superior parietal lobe, where the peak activity was detected.
The pre-frontal positivity (impossible grasping condition) was  local-
ized within the contralateral middle frontal gyrus (Fig. 4a).

TANOVA comparison of motor preparation for grasping and
impossible grasping showed that the two  topographies were statis-
tically different (p < 0.021) mainly between −2000 and −1000 ms
(Fig. 4b).

4. Control experiment

The grasping and the impossible grasping conditions mainly dif-
fered in terms of parietal activity (only present in the grasping
action) and in terms of prefrontal activity (only present in the
impossible grasping condition). An interpretation of these results
is that the impossible grasping actually reflects preparation pro-
cesses underlying a reaching movement, because at a kinematic
level the two  actions were similar. To test this interpretation, a
control experiment employing a standard reaching condition was
set. Note that the reaching condition is also interesting per se, since
there are not MRCPs data for spontaneous self-paced reaching.

4.1. Materials and methods

4.1.1. Subjects
A subgroup from the previous sample (seven right-handed sub-

jects, mean age 24.3 years, 5 females) participated to the control
experiment. All subjects provided written informed consent after
full explanation of the procedures.

4.1.2. Task
Subjects were required to perform reaching-to-touch task with

the right and the left hand alternately. The task was performed with
the hand closed (in fist position), but without hand bands to repli-
cate the position of the hand in the impossible grasping condition of
the main experiment (see Fig. 1c).
4.1.3. Procedure
Procedure was very similar to that of the main experiment,

except for the task: subjects executed reaching movement toward
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Fig. 2. Experiment 1. MRCPs activities averaged across 15 subjects for both right and left hand in grasping (red line) and impossible grasping (black line) at representative
contralateral electrodes. The shaded areas represent the time window with significant differences between the two conditions. The main MRCPs components are labeled
( shown
t .)

t
p
p
e
m
t
b

anterior BP, posterior BP, NS′ and MP). In the first row, the pre-frontal positivity is 

o  color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article

he cup with the left or right hand, according to the cup handle
osition. They touched the cup and then returned to the resting
osition. As in the main experiment, at the end of each trial the

xperimenter changed the side of the handle (left/right). Move-
ents were repeated 240 times (120 with the right hand, 120 with

he left hand) for each condition. Tasks were executed in separated
locks including 60 movements.
 and it was  limited to the impossible grasping. (For interpretation of the references

4.1.4. MRCPs recording and data analysis
The brain activity recording and the data analyses were the same

as in the main experiment. Statistical analyses included three tasks

(grasping, impossible grasping and reaching) and were carried out on
the data of the seven subjects who  underwent also to the control
experiment. A 3 × 2 repeated measures ANOVA was  used consider-
ing task and hand as factors.
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ig. 3. Topographic 3-D maps for both left and right hand in grasping and impossible

. Results

.1. Waveform analysis

The BP component of reaching started at 1450 ms  before move-
ent onset in the fronto-central areas, followed by the NS′; the
P peaked at about 70 ms  after movement onset on contralat-
ral central sites. No other activities were detected related to
otor preparation. Differences between right and left hand were

bserved, mainly related to the components latencies: left hand
omponents were delayed by about 40 ms.  LRP analysis of the
ing conditions (in appropriate time windows) for each MRCPs component detected.

early BP component did not showed a strong lateralization over
the fronto-central electrodes for reaching, as well as in the other
two conditions (F(2,12) = 2.66, p = 0.11, FC1/2).

Comparing the MRCPs waveforms for the reaching with the
grasping and impossible grasping conditions, significant differences
were found for latency onset (F(2,12) = 7.69, p = 0.007), show-
ing an earlier activity for grasping (2440 ms,  p < 0.001) condition

but no difference between reaching and impossible grasping onset
(1200 and 1450 ms,  respectively). Also amplitudes of the ante-
rior (F(2,12) = 4.29, p = 0.039 on FC1/2) and posterior (F(2,12) = 9.91,
p = 0.002 on Pz) BP, the NS′ (F(2,12) = 7.44, p = 0.008 on C1/2) and
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Fig. 4. (a) Noise-normalized minimum norm source estimation at relevant latencies in grasping and impossible grasping condition for left and right hand action; (b) global
field  power time course and TANOVA results (vertical bars) for grasping and impossible grasping for left and right hand action.
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Fig. 5. Control experiment: Top: MRCPs activities averaged across seven subjects for both right and left hand in the three studied conditions. The same electrodes as in Fig. 2
are  shown. The gray area highlights the time windows with the differences between cortical activities in the three conditions tested with ANOVA on the seven subjects (see
text  for details). Bottom: topographic 3D maps for both left and right hand in reaching at relevant latencies for each MRCPs component considered.
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he MP  components (F(2,12) = 4.19, p = 0.042) showed a main effect
f the task were the grasping condition was larger than the other
wo conditions, which did not differ each other (Fig. 5). LRP analy-
is showed that both the NS′ and MP  were markedly lateralized
n all the three conditions, but did not differed between condi-
ions (F(2,12) = 0.58, p = 0.57 C1/2). No differences were detected
etween reaching and impossible grasping except for the contralat-
ral frontal positivity (−2000/−1000 on F7/8) only present in the
mpossible grasping (F(2,12) = 4.19, p = 0.041) (top panels of Fig. 5).
n all the previous analysis, either hand and interaction effects were
ot significant.

.2. Scalp topography

Fig. 5 shows the scalp topography of motor preparation for
eaching. The BP component started 1 s before the movement onset,
nd showed, for both right and left movements, the anterior fronto-
entral negativity, slightly contralateral. Approximately 500 ms
efore movement the NS′ topography focused on the contralateral
entral sites. The MP  peaked around 70 ms  after movement onset on
ontralateral central sites. No other activities were recorded before
1 s, either on the parietal or frontal areas.

. Discussion

In the present study, we described the time sequence of cortical
ctivities underlying motor preparation for three complex actions:
rasping, impossible grasping and reaching, with particular focus on
he grasping action in an ecologically valid context (grasping a tea
up on the table at reaching distance).

.1. Spatiotemporal pattern of grasping

The first aim of the study was to analyze the cortical activity
nderlying grasping programming, and its response timing, veri-
ying in particular the involvement of the parietal areas. Results
howed that motor preparation for grasping started earlier (about
.5 s before movement onset), and presented a wider and more
omplex range of components than those previously described in
ther MRCPs studies (see Shibasaki and Hallett, 2006). The earliest
ctivity in the parietal cortex, posterior BP, was followed by clas-
ic MRCPs frontal components. The parietal activity detected, was
resent only for grasping condition and was localized in the supe-
ior parietal lobe (SPL) as indicated by the Minimum-Norm analysis.
his activity was bilateral, even though it was more evident in the
emisphere contralateral to the hand used. These results are con-
istent with previous fMRI (see Castiello, 2005) and single-cells
tudies (Matelli and Luppino, 2001; Andersen and Buneo, 2002)
hich showed SPL involvement in grasping movements.

About one second after the onset of the parietal activity (1.5 s
efore the grasping), the classical anterior BP was  recorded. Then,
ne second later (and lasting until action onset) the NS′ was  present.
he anterior BP is supposed to be generated in the supplementary-
otor area (SMA) and in the pre-SMA, while the NS′ is generated in

he pre-motor cortex (Shibasaki and Hallett, 2006); this sequence
f activation is consistent also with previous fMRI studies using
ime-resolved event-related paradigms (Cunnington et al., 2005).

Comparing grasping performed with left and right hands, motor
reparation differed in terms of amplitude and latency. The onset
f left hand movement was faster and its amplitude was larger
han the right hand, though such a difference was not significant.

nyway, in MRCPs literature, longer motor preparation and more

ntense activity is generally interpreted as a sign of less economic
r higher metabolic (or mental) costs in action planning, and thus
eflects a more complex task to be performed (Di Russo et al., 2005).
hology 89 (2012) 503– 514 511

This difference supports the view that for right-handers, program-
ming an action with the left hand is more demanding than for the
right-hand (Begliomini et al., 2008).

The timing of activities of the different cortical areas here
described, converges on the view that the superior parietal areas
provide the frontal pre-motor areas with grasp-related informa-
tion by parallel channels for sensory–motor integrations (Milner
et al., 1999; Rizzolatti and Luppino, 2001). In fact, posterior BP
starting ca. 2500 ms  before action was too early to be considered
an activity of monitoring the execution of plans generated in the
premotor areas (Haggard, 2011) and would indicate an interaction
between parietal and premotor areas, with the starting activity ris-
ing in the parietal area. Parietal activity was  also present in the
temporal window closer to the action, even though encompassed
by the anterior motor areas’ activities; this later parietal activity
would be consistent with a monitoring function.

The view that the superior parietal areas provide the frontal
pre-motor areas with grasp-related information is supported by
a vast body of literature mostly based on single-cells (see Rizzolatti
and Matelli, 2003), fMRI and TMS  experiments (Tunik et al., 2005;
Davare et al., 2010), describing parallel parieto-frontal circuits
underlying visually guided grasping movements (see Castiello,
2005). Several areas along the intra-parietal sulcus in SPL are also
critical for processing context and grasp-dependent information,
enabling the pre-motor areas to prepare hand shaping (Davare
et al., 2010) and update visually guided grasp (Tunik et al., 2005).
Indeed, grasping actions require moving the arm and the hand
toward an object, and also involve the processing of object shape,
size and orientation to pre-shape the hand. These features of the
object are mainly processed in the anterior intraparietal sulcus, in
correspondence with the anterior intraparietal area (AIP), a critical
node for visually guided grasping execution and planning (Culham
et al., 2003, 2004; Shmuelof and Zohary, 2005). Present results
are also supported by fMRI literature investigating the interaction
with graspable-objects, especially tools (Creem-Regher and Proffitt,
2001, Creem-Regher and Lee, 2005).

The parietal activity observed here for grasping resembles that
observed in previous MRCP studies investigating motor prepa-
ration for pantomimes of hand praxic actions (Wheaton et al.,
2005b,c). However, the parietal activity for pantomimes observed
by Wheaton was considerably more posterior than that observed in
the present study. Likely, this might be due to differences between
pantomime and grasping actions in terms of visual, motor and
somatosensory aspects related to a real interaction with the object.
The more anterior activity observed here for grasping, possibly
related to area AIP, would be explained by a visuo-motor gradient
along the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) in the posterior–anterior
direction (Stark and Zohari, 2008; Beurze et al., 2009; Filimon et al.,
2009; Filimon, 2010; Galati et al., 2011). According to this gradient,
spatial specificity decreases and action specificity increases when
gradually moving from posterior to anterior regions. This smooth
gradient of selectivity, which may  reflect different stages of trans-
formation of visual signals into motor commands, might justify
the more anterior grasping-related activity observed here. More-
over, Wheaton et al. found an activity mainly contralateral to the
hand used whereas the results here described showed a bilateral
involvement. This is likely due to the difference between the task
employed here (movements toward the body midline) and that
used by Wheaton and coworkers (movements confined on the left
ipsilateral side).

6.2. Action planning and awareness
The second aim of the study was  to investigate whether cor-
tical activities underlying action planning were modulated by the
possibility of accomplishing the action. Results support this view:
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mpossible grasping was planned in a different way compared to
rasping. The posterior BP was absent, the anterior BP and NS′ were
educed and a peculiar prefrontal activity was observed. To con-
rol for kinematic aspects we tested a pure reaching condition.
rain activity underlying the impossible grasping was very sim-

lar to that recorded for reaching, except for prefrontal activity
nly being present in the impossible grasping condition. This differ-
nce in activity between impossible grasping and reaching is a key
esult with respect to the second aim of this study. Indeed, since
he two actions were similar at a kinematic level, a lack of dif-
erence between planning impossible grasping and reaching could
e explained by the fact that the same motor plan was  planned
nd executed in both cases. The different activity found at the pre-
rontal level between these two actions was remarkable and likely
eflects a correlate of the possibility/impossibility of accomplishing
he action. Source analysis roughly localized the prefrontal activity
n the middle frontal gyrus, an area known to be involved in spatial

orking memory processes (Leung et al., 2006) and inhibitory con-
rol (de Zubicaray et al., 2000). This prefrontal activity, only present
n impossible grasping, could be explained as an inhibition of the goal
f grasping action due to the hand handicap, or as a marker of the
wareness of the impossibility of performing the requested action.
n any case, we can deduce that motor preparation was  affected by
he awareness of the impossibility of accomplishing the action.

These data opens up the possibility of considering the so-called
unconscious period” in the decision to act expressed by the BP
omponent (Libet et al., 1983), as not entirely unconscious. Libet
nd many other authors investigating the volition to move have
solated the time window during which the intention to move
ecomes conscious (around 300 ms  before movement); before this
ime, the medial frontal activity grows systematically, without any
onsciousness of “urge to move” (Libet, 1985; Haggard, 2008, 2011;
ried et al., 2011). Unlike these studies, what we refer to for aware-
ess is not related to the volitional control of movement itself, but
o the type and meaning of the movement to be performed. The
wareness of not being able to accomplish the action affected the
rain activity associated with the early phase of action preparation,

.e. the unconscious period.
The absence of early activity in parietal cortex (the parietal BP)

n the impossible grasping deserves some comments. We  previ-
usly interpreted the posterior BP as an activity to provide the
rontal premotor cortex with grasp-related information; the lack
f posterior BP in impossible grasping and reaching would be con-
istent with a non-grasping action: in the first case grasping was
indered, in the second case the task was only to reach. Results
uggest that this early SPL activity is related to the type of interac-
ion to be performed with the object itself. Indeed, the kinematic
f the grasping condition is more complex than that in the impos-
ible grasping and pure reaching conditions. Grasping an object
equires a sequence of movement to be prepared/executed (grasp,
ift, lowering the cup). Sequential movement is well known to elicit
tronger cortical activations as compared to a single movement.
hus the parietal activation, present only in the multi-step grasp-
ng movement, might be related to planning a movement with

ultiple steps. Additionally, long-range grasping requires fingers
re-shaping, recruiting a large number of muscles and joints; the
xecution lasts longer and involves more somatosensory feedback
han reaching and impossible grasping. Thus, it is likely that the gen-
ral higher complexity of the grasping affected the type of spatial
nd motor coding during the preparatory delay and revealed the
osterior BP at parietal level.

Interestingly, the cup with its handle was present in all cases;

hus the three conditions were comparable from the point of view
f the object’s affordances. The graspable object should automat-
cally activate the reach-to-grasp network (e.g. Chao and Martin,
000; Grezes and Decety, 2002; Grezes et al., 2003a,b) in the three
hology 89 (2012) 503– 514

conditions; in contrast, the parietal activity was modulated by the
goal of the action, being posterior BP a specific feature of the grasp-
ing condition. In this respect note that our subjects were instructed
to attempt to achieve the goal of grasping the cup also with the
bound hands. Thus, in theory, the goal in the grasping and impos-
sible grasping conditions were the same, nevertheless we observed
the posterior BP only in the grasping condition. Observing the
subjects in the impossible grasping, we  noted that they did not
simply extended the arm and touched the cup, as in reaching:
their movement was more controlled and a hesitation was present
when the handicapped hand was close to the cup, as if they tried,
as requested, to grasp the cup. However, we  cannot rule out the
hypothesis that binding the hands itself did actually alter the goal
of the movement, regardless of instruction.

One might contend that another possible interpretation for the
lack of the posterior BP in the impossible grasping condition is that,
in the latter case, a part of the hand was occluded from vision. It is
well known that viewing the hand elicits activation in parietal areas
(such as V6A, MIP  and AIP), especially as related to the presence
of graspable objects in the peripersonal space (e.g. Filimon et al.,
2009). However note that the hand, though covered by a band, was
still visible: fingers knuckle as well as part of the back of the hand
appeared from the band (though this is not easily appreciable from
Fig. 1c). Thus, the lack of parietal activity cannot be easily explained
in terms of invisible vs. visible hand. In support of this view, note
that in the reaching condition (where the hand was completely vis-
ible) we did not record any posterior parietal activity. Thus, we feel
to exclude the possibility that results have been influenced by hand
vision (or absence of vision) rather than the type of task.

6.3. Lack of parietal activity in reaching

The absence of parietal activity during reaching was  unex-
pected; in fact previous studies reported the parietal involvement
in reaching movements, both in monkeys (Fattori et al., 2001;
Calton et al., 2002; Gail and Andersen, 2006; Ferraina et al., 2009)
and in humans (Astafiev et al., 2003; Connolly et al., 2003; Prado
et al., 2005; Hinkley et al., 2011; Galati et al., 2011). The present
result may  be due to various reasons. First, the technique used
involved “back averaging” neural activity time-locked to a motor
response (see Haggard, 2011); it is possible that parietal activity
preceding reaching actions (unlike grasping) might not be strictly
time synchronized to the movement onset (movement-related)
and so hardly detectable by the MRCPs technique, whereas the
aforementioned fMRI, and single-cells studies measured visual (go-
signal) stimulus-related brain activity. Support for this view comes
from description of a visuo-motor gradient along the PPC in the
posterior–anterior direction, with posterior-reaching regions dom-
inated by visual/attentional signals, and anterior-grasping ones
under the control of the effectors that will be used in the follow-
ing action (Beurze et al., 2009; Filimon et al., 2009; Galati et al.,
2011). Second, in all three conditions the target was located in a
central position respect to the subject. It is known that the parietal
reach-circuit is constitued by cortical areas greatly dominated by
contralateral responses (e.g. Astafiev et al., 2003; Hagler et al., 2007;
Konen and Kastner, 2008; Galati et al., 2011). Due to the presence of
the aforementioned visuo-motor gradient along the PPC, the poste-
rior reaching-related areas, more dominated by visual signals, are
likely sensitive to the lateralized position of the target. Thus, it is
possible that, unlike for grasping, the central position of the target
was not ideal to trigger the activity of parietal reach-regions. Third,
we know from the neuroimaging literature that the human cortical

regions underlying reaching movements are located medially in the
POS (Beurze et al., 2009; Filimon et al., 2009) where monkey area
V6A is located (Galletti et al., 1996) and in the IPS (Connolly et al.,
2003) where monkey area MIP  is located (Snyder et al., 1997). The
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urface technique used in the present study might not allow the
ecording of such deep activities as in fMRI and single-cells record-
ngs. Fourth, according to previous fMRI studies (Culham et al.,
003; Kròliczak et al., 2007) grasping execution produces greater
ctivation than reaching in several regions, including the parietal
reas. This smaller parietal activation for reaching might also occur
n the preparation phase, thus giving a parietal contribution too
mall to be detected with EEG.

Alternatively, it is possible that this lack of parietal activity for
eaching reflects a genuine effect related to the type of paradigm
nd task used here. In this respect, it is noteworthy that present
esults on movement-related brain activity preceding self-paced
omplex-actions have not a direct counterpart in the literature to
e compared to. The fMRI studies investigating motor prepara-
ion in self-paced paradigms used only very simple tasks such as

 key-press (Cunnington et al., 2002). To date, there are no other
RCPs or fMRI studies investigating the neural network underlying
otor preparation by combining both complex task and self-paced

aradigms. Indeed, previous EEG studies comparing simple versus
complex’ movements (e.g. Cui et al., 2000a,b; Lang et al., 1989;

izelle et al., 2010) considered complexity differently than the cur-
ent work. They used bimanual sequential movements (i.e. finger
bduction/extension and knee movement), which are not compa-
able to grasping in kinematic terms. Future studies using the same
ombination self-paced paradigm and complex action could shed
ew light on the role of the parietal cortex.

. Conclusions

The present study extends literature on the neural basis of action
lanning and contributes to the analysis of the interaction between
arietal and premotor cortex. We  showed the presence of pari-
tal activity, well before the action begins, for goal-oriented actions
uch as grasping an object. This activity starts about two  seconds
rior to the action and is maximal about one second later in the
reas contralateral to the used hand. Moreover, the type of action to
e performed also modulates motor preparation in terms of timing
nd intensity of the different brain activity. Finally, the prefrontal
ctivity in the impossible condition might be related to the aware-
ess of being unable to perform the requested action, which is
nother aspect affecting action planning.
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